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QUESTION: 1
You are installing a Sun Fire 15K server. The System Controller comes with a preinstalled, EIS compliant Solaris image. You need to confirm that this image was installed
with the current EIS CD. Which file can be used to determine the current version of the
EIS CD used on a system?

A.
B.
C.
D.

/etc/motd
/etc/release
/sun/install.log
$SMSETC/SMS/config/smsversion.cf

Answer: C
QUESTION: 2
You are conducting a pre-install site survey for 8 Sun Fire V890s and 4 Sun Rack 900s in
a raised floor environment. The customer wants to install them in 2 rows, one in front of
the other. How should you configure the placement of the systems?

A. The Sun Fire V890s should be placed back to back, and perforated floor tiles should be
placed in front of the racks.
B. The Sun Fire V890s should be placed back to back, and perforated floor tiles should be
placed at the rear of the racks.
C. The Sun Fire V890s should be facing the same direction, one behind the other, and
perforated floor tiles should be placed in front of the racks.
D. The Sun Fire V890s should be facing the same direction, one behind the other, and
perforated floor tiles should be placed both in front of, and at the rear of the racks.

Answer: A
QUESTION: 3
You are installing a 66 Mhz PCI card in a Sun Fire 6800. The customer tells you they
want the best performance from the card. (Note, the customer has no PCI+ I/O Boards
installed in the system) How many slots in an 8-slot PCI I/O Board can operate at 66
Mhz?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

0
1
2
3
4
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Answer: C
QUESTION: 4
You are installing a used StorEdge 3310 SCSI array on a Sun Fire V480 server. You want
to determine if the disks have updated firmware. Which command should you use to
evaluate the firmware level?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

fru stat
iostat -En
iostat -tcx
prtconf -pv
luxadm -e probe | grep version
luxadm display -v /dev/rdsk/cXtXdX

Answer: B
QUESTION: 5
You have performed a setkeyswitch on for domain A on a Sun Fire 6800 where the autoboot? OBP variable is set to false. What command at the OBP should you run to find the
status of the POST?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

showlog-results
showlog results
show-log-results
showpost-results
showpost results
show-post-results

Answer: F
QUESTION: 6
A customer wants a new PCI Ethernet card installed in a Sun Fire E2900. After physically
installing the card, you want to verify that the system recognizes the card before the OS is
booted. Which two OBP commands can you use to accomplish this? (Choose two.)

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

devalias
show-devs
show-nets
.inet-addr
probe-net-all
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F. probe-scsi-all

Answer: B, C
QUESTION: 7
You are installing a Sun Fire E2900 on a customer site and the customer wants to
configure the POST level on the System Controller to run at the maximum level. What
command from the LOM prompt should you run to configure the SC POST level?

A.
B.
C.
D.

setupsc
setuplom
setupnetwork
setupplatform

Answer: A
QUESTION: 8
You begin to boot a Sun Fire V1280 server, but realize some additional settings need to be
checked. You decide to stop the boot and bring the system to the OK prompt. How can you
accomplish this during the boot process?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Type ~..
Type break.
Go to the lom > prompt and type break.
Go to the lom > prompt and type reset -x.

Answer: C
QUESTION: 9
A customer is connected to a remote machine and needs to know some information about
the CPUs installed. Which two Solaris commands can be used to determine the number of
CPUs installed, and the speed of each? (Choose two.)

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

psradm
cpustat
devfsadm
psrinfo -v
prtdiag -v
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